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MICHAEL N. FEUER
CITY ATTORNEY

report no. K1S-8342November 14, 2018

NOV 1 6 2018
Honorable Members of the City Council

Leela Kapur, Chief of Staff, Office of the City Attorn—■ 
Ted Ross, General Manager, Information Technology Agency

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: CRITICAL CITY ATTORNEY TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE 
INTERIM REQUEST 2018-19

The City's Information Technology Agency (ITA) and the Office of the City Attorney are 
requesting support for a critical, time-sensitive technology package. The City Attorney's Office 
has identified one-time funding to fully offset the cost of this package.

DETAILING THE NEED

PRIORITY #1:
REPLACE 1,000 COMPUTERS THAT WON'T BE SECURE OR FUNCTIONAL AFTER JANUARY 2020

According to ITA, the Office of the City Attorney has 1,000 computers that need to be 
replaced by January 2020. At that time, the current Microsoft Windows 7 operating system 
will reach end-of-life and Microsoft will cease mainstream support of this product. As a 
result, security patches will no longer be available for downloads, leaving workstations 
vulnerable to cyberattacks. Running applications and data on unsupported versions of 
Windows can create significant security and compliance risks for the City. The computers in 
City Attorney's Office are 5 years old. Currently, monthly Windows patches are deployed, 
however, systems are frequently sluggish. ITA recommends PCs be replaced every 5 years 
to take advantage of new hardware capabilities. While upgrading existing computers with 
newer operating systems was explored, given the age of the computers and the cost to 
upgrade, ITA does not recommend this option. Windows 7 end-of-life represents an 
appropriate juncture to replace older hardware that is beyond its recommended useful life.
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An up-to-date operating system features newer technology, software compatibility, and 
updated designs. Furthermore, it adheres to current industry standards, thereby reducing 
the burden placed on IT administrators when supporting the current outdated version. In 
addition to supporting the Windows software, new computers offer faster processors, 
additional memory, and Solid State Drives, which equate to increased system performance.

All devices must be fully off Windows 7 by January 2020 or risk being disconnected from 
the City network. It is critical that the City Attorney's Office begins planning the transition 
to Windows 10 well in advance of the January 2020 deadline, a mere 14 months away. By 
beginning the migration now, ITA will have added time to address transition issues while 
Windows 7 is still supported. If the migration is delayed, not only will the City incur 
additional cost to retain contractors to deploy Windows 10 computers to meet the 
deadline, but it will also require more IT support hours to resolve technical problems under 
tight time constraints.

Both desktops and laptops will be purchased to meet this need. Laptops with docking 
stations are utilized successfully in other public law offices (including the Los Angeles 
District Attorney's Office) and offer select prosecutors and litigators the opportunity to 
bring laptops to courtrooms for trial presentation. Finally, the purchase of ergonomic 
equipment to support this new equipment will ensure this office is meeting the medically 
prescribed and legally mandated needs of our employees.

Total cost: $1,010,000

PRIORITY #2:
UPDATE SOFTWARE LICENSES TO ENSURE COURT COMPLIANCE AND MAXIMIZE TRIAL 
READINESS

Beginning in December 2018, the Los Angeles Superior Court will mandate electronic filing 
for all civil cases, placing new document demands on our civil litigators and support staff. 
In order to ensure court compliance, Adobe Pro software licenses must be upgraded for all 
Civil Branch attorneys and support staff, as well as select attorneys in the Municipal and 
Criminal Branches. This upgrade will enable staff to easily meet upcoming court 
requirements related to electronic filing, including document searchability and formatting.

Additional licenses for trial presentation software (Sanction and AVS) will provide litigators 
with tools to demonstrate and communicate evidence at trial in an effective, persuasive 
manner, which is often utilized by defense counsel. Sanction is a highly effective tool for 
organizing and presenting large amounts of evidence at a deposition, mediation, or at trial. 
AVS is a critical tool for editing and producing audio and video evidence in discovery and 
presenting that evidence at trial.
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Currently, outside vendors are used to assist with courtroom presentations in the absence 
of such software. By handling more of this work in-house, we will reduce reliance on 
outside vendors, reduce litigation expense costs, and support the development of highly 
effective courtroom presentations to strengthen the City's defense.

Total cost: $118,150

PRIORITY #3:
ASSESS CRIMINAL BRANCH DATABASES TO ENSURE INTEGRATION AND COMPLIANCE WITH 
UPCOMING COURT CHANGES

The Criminal Case Management System (CCMS) was developed in-house by ITA, and has 
been updated and revised by ITA since the late 1980s. There are currently over 1,000 
active users, split roughly evenly between City Attorney employees and law enforcement 
agency employees. CCMS is available on the City's network, and available via MyRemote to 
outside law enforcement users. In the current version, CCMS data resides on a City server 
in SQL format, while the user interface is programmed in ColdFusion.

The Los Angeles Superior Court will be implementing a new case management system 
(Odyssey) in April 2019. Odyssey will eventually allow our Office to file cases electronically, 
and ultimately to become paperless. With the implementation of Odyssey fast 
approaching, we are looking for the best solution to integrate our CCMS with the Odyssey 
system. Odyssey has a module designed for prosecutors. A working group of ITA and City 
Attorney staff was convened several years ago, and at that time concluded that the 
Odyssey prosecution module would require extensive modification to meet the CCMS 
needs, and that the modifications and licensing would be cost prohibitive.

We are seeking an outside consultant to review that option, as well as to consider other 
off-the-shelf prosecution software, and to consider the option of rewriting the existing 
CCMS program, including possibly switching from ColdFusion and SQL to another 
platform. Finally, it is necessary to assess all Criminal Branch databases to determine if they 
can be integrated and updated or must be redesigned in order interface with a redesigned 
CCMS.

Total cost: $50,000
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PRIORITY #4:
PROVIDE BASIC TRIAL TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT LITIGATORS AND PROSECUTORS IN COURT 
AND BRING DOWN COSTS

The Office of the City Attorney is frequently at a technological disadvantage in the 
courtroom due to outdated equipment and is often left with no choice but to use outside 
vendors to assist with courtroom set up and trial presentation. The purchase of projectors 
and screens will allow for improved trial presentation and reduced reliance on outside 
vendors and lower litigation expense costs. The purchase of scanners for support staff in 
our litigation units will ensure that all relevant trial documents have been uploaded to the 
CityLaw system and are available for trial preparation and courtroom presentation.

Total cost: $20,570

SOURCE OF FUNDING

The City Controller has recently provided information regarding $1,520,864 available in a 
General Fund Balance Sheet Account that was deposited by the City Attorney's Office in 2000 
and 2001 and has been unclaimed. These funds have not been anticipated as revenue in the FY 
2018-19 budget.

This funding is one-time in nature. Given that the funds are not reoccurring and provide an 
opportunity to cover one-time costs, we strongly recommend using $1.2 million of these funds 
for these critical technology needs, thereby avoiding a new cost to the General Fund. We 
recommend the remaining balance be used for City Attorney costs in the current or upcoming 
fiscal year.

RECOMMENDATION

1) Request the City Attorney to reclassify $1.2 m in Fund 100, Department 12, Balance Sheet 
account 2200, as revenue.

2) Authorize the Controller to increase appropriations in the amount of $1,150,000 within Fund 
100, Department 12, Appropriation Account 006010 - Office and Administrative Expenses, and 
$50,000 within Fund 100, Department 12, Appropriation Account 003040 - Contractual 
Services.
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DETAIL OF COSTS

ITEM QUANTITY UNIT COST TOTAL COST

HARDWARE

$810,000$900Desktops 900

$1,500 $150,000100Laptops

$50,000Ergonomic equipment various

SOFTWARE

$108,150$309Adobe Pro 350

$10,000AVS/Sanction/Nuance various

CRIMINAL CASE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
(CCMS) ASSESSMENT

$50,000

TRIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

$600 $6,000Court room projectors 10

$350 $3,500Projector screens 10

$380 $11,070Scanners 30

$1,198,720TOTAL

Rich Llewellyn, City Administrative Officercc:


